Dental Education in Video

*Dental Education in Video* is a video encyclopedia of dentistry and dental technique, delivering online access to hundreds of high-definition videos by clinicians and educators. It provides hours of demonstrations from American Dental Association-approved content partners, together with interviews and lectures, for students and faculty in dental surgery, medicine and oral hygiene. Dental Education in Video’s suite of tools give the ability to drill down to find the footage of interest from hundreds of hours of video. The collection features full videos, rather than just short clips.

**About the contents**

All of the videos in Dental Education in Video are produced by ADA Continuing Education Recognition Program (CERP) providers and demonstrate current procedures, techniques, and skills. These partners include HDiQ Dental (HDiQ), the first dental education company to deliver high definition content on the Web. New videos will be added to the collection regularly, expanding the coverage of the collection and ensuring that users always have the most up-to-date video content available. Titles are reviewed annually for accuracy and updated to stay abreast of changing dental standards and techniques.

**Key video collection features:** streaming video collections combine the immediacy of video with uniquely powerful search. Software applications enable precise searching and finding; easy browsing and moving about; citations down to the second; and searchable transcripts. Videos can be shared via embeddable links; user-created playlists and clips, with annotation features and the ability to incorporate other content from outside the collection; and more.

Our video collections feature:

- uniquely powerful browse and search capabilities
- multiple points of access—browses, searches, thumbnail images, transcripts—allowing you to find your point of interest in hundreds of hours of video within seconds
- synchronized, searchable transcripts
- video clip-making tools
- annotated playlists—you can make, annotate, and share playlists for course or individual use, and you can include links to materials or resources outside of the collection to make this your one-stop resource
- high quality, licensed, in-copyright material plus newsreel and other valuable footage
- the ability to create synchronized annotations and multi-media presentations
- an embeddable video player and playlist for use on a class Web site, library home page, or an electronic syllabus
- streaming, quickly accessible online video at 400 and 800 kbps with no delays and no special equipment (just Flash and a browser)
- open URL compliance
- additional content added regularly.
- extensive Help screens are available

Dental Education in Video can be found under WDL’s eResources page.